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Abstract

ture is not regular or completely known. This is a
signi cant departure from traditional databases
handling highly-structured data described uniformly by a rigid schema. Recent research on
semistructured data has attempted to address
this challenge (see the surveys [Bun97, Abi97,
Suc]). The emergence of XML as the likely future standard for representing data on the Web
has con rmed the central role of semistructured
data but has also rede ned some of the ground
rules. Perhaps the most important is that XML
marks the \return of the schema" (albeit loose
and exible) in semistructured data, in the form
of its Data Type De nitions1 (DTDs). This is
signi cant, because schematic information is essential at all levels of database design, implementation, and usage.
DTDs describe the structure of the objects
(or \elements") participating in an XML document. A DTD speci es, for each type of object,
the allowed sequences of types of its subobjects
(see Figure 1 for an example DTD). Additionally,
DTDs may specify information such as attributes
or special content for each type. DTDs can have
multiple uses in creating integrated views and
querying XML data. QBE-style query interfaces
[BGL+ ] may use DTDs to display the \schema"
of an integrated view and allow users to navigate
it. DTDs may help in the design of the storage
structures. Mediators, which create integrated

We study the inference of DTDs for views of
XML data, using an abstraction that focuses on
document content structure. The view de nition
language produces a list of documents selected
from one or more input sources. The selection
conditions involve vertical and horizontal navigation, thus querying explicitly the order present in
input documents. We point several strong limitations of DTDs and the need for extending them
with (i) a subtyping mechanism and (ii) a more
powerful speci cation mechanism than regular
languages, such as context-free languages. With
these extensions, we show that one can always
infer tight DTDs, that precisely characterize a
selection view on sources satisfying given DTDs.
We also show important special cases where one
can infer a tight DTD without requiring extension (ii), and we consider more powerful views
that construct complex documents. Finally we
consider related problems such as checking conformance of a view de nition with a prede ned
DTD.

1 Introduction

Current database systems are faced with a qualitative jump in the complexity of the data they
have to manage. New application domains require handling heterogeneous data, distributed 1 The recent XML-Data and DCD [LJM+ ] standards
among multiple data sources, and whose struc- also provide \loose" schemas for XML documents.
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a powerful way to query the order of the nodes.
To the best of our knowledge, horizontal regular expressions are a novel semistructured query
language feature which seamlessly couples with
the well-known regular path expressions for vertical navigation [Suc, Abi97, Bun97, CM90, MW,
dBV93, AQM+ 97, BDHS96, FFLS98, FLS98,
AM98, CDSS98, DFF+ , KS95, AV97]. In a
sense, our language enhances the horizontal navigation functionality of the XPointer standard
(available at w3c.org) and incorporates it into
a semistructured query language. The variable
bindings extracted by the tree pattern are used
to construct the answer. We focus for most of the
paper on selection queries, which extract from
the input the subtrees to which one of the variables in the tree pattern binds. We then consider
queries that construct more complex documents
using several variables. This is done using a powerful group-by feature, which generalizes SQL's
group-by and allows the construction of nested
lists. We only consider queries whose condition
ranges over one source/tree only. The generalization to multiple sources is straightforward, since
these can be viewed as one source obtained by
concatenating the multiple sources (see Examples 2.12 and 2.16). The formal language provides the theoretical basis of XMAS, a language
for de ning XML views implemented and used
in the MIX project [BGL+ ]. XMAS additionally
considers XML details that are left out in the
labeled ordered tree abstraction.

views by selecting and restructuring source data,
may use DTDs to optimize the queries that they
send to the sources [BGL+ ]. Finally DTDs may
guide the production of style sheets, such as XSL
scripts [CD], that display XML documents as
browser-compatible HTML documents.
It is clear that DTDs will be particularly useful. Mediators and databases that create views of
XML data will have to export the views' DTDs.
However, creating a view DTD \manually" by
delving into the details of the source DTDs is
error-prone and may become the bottleneck of
the integration software development. The goal
of this paper is to present algorithms and results
for the automatic inference of view DTDs from
source DTDs.

Formal framework We use an abstraction of

XML documents and DTDs that focuses on document structure. XML documents are modeled
as ordered trees with labeled nodes. Nodes correspond to XML elements and their labels provide
the type names of the elements. The children of
a node are totally ordered. A DTD is modeled
as a labeled tree de nition (ltd), that associates
with each type name a language on the alphabet
of type names. Although DTDs use only regular
languages, we also consider ltds that use more
powerful languages, such as context-free. Our
abstraction leaves out many bells and whistles
of XML. The extended version of the paper [PV]
compares in detail lotos with XML 1.0 [BPSM]
and discusses how our results can be extended to
the full XML speci cation.
To study DTD inference for views we introduce a view de nition language that queries labeled ordered trees. The language allows conditions on the order of elements in the input and
also controls the order of elements in the output. Queries extract variable bindings from the
input using a tree pattern involving regular expressions to navigate both vertically and horizontally. Horizontal regular expressions provide

Results Given a source ltd and a view de -

nition, we study the problem of constructing a
tight ltd for the view, i.e., an ltd that precisely
characterizes the type structure of trees in the
view. Clearly, tight ltds are most desirable, as
they provide the maximum information on the
structure of documents in the view. In particular, a tight ltd describes only those document
structures that can occur in the view.
Our quest for the tight ltd quickly highlights
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free ltd we can infer. Note that conformance is important for applications that expect their input, which will be the XML result of a query/view, to satisfy prede ned
DTDs.

two severe limitations of current DTDs in XML.
The rst is that DTDs lack a subtyping mechanism; the repercussions are numerous. For example, there is no tight DTD for the set of documents from two sources, each with its own DTD,
or for other very simple views. We overcome
these limitations by enhancing ltds (our abstraction of DTDs) with a simple subtyping mechanism, called specialization, which is in the spirit
of union types. Despite their simplicity, specialized ltds encompass the expressive power of formalisms such as dataguides [NUWC97, GW97]
and graph schemas [BDFS97] and they are of
equal power with the formalism proposed in
[BM99].
The second limitation is that DTDs only use
regular languages; this is generally insucient
for describing views. We can overcome this problem by allowing context-free languages in ltd
speci cations. The main result of the paper is
that the two proposed extensions suce for selection queries. We provide an algorithm to construct, from every source ltd and view de ned
by a selection query, a tight ltd for the view
that uses context-free languages and specialization. The construction uses an array of classical
techniques from language theory.
The above algorithm provides a solution to the
tight ltd inference problem for selection queries,
but comes at the cost of using the extended ltds.
Some applications may choose to provide ltds
that are simply sound for the view, i.e. ltds that
are satis ed by all trees in the view but may also
allow trees that are not in the view. If one prefers
to give up tightness in return for using regular
ltds (corresponding to existing DTDs), there is
good and bad news. The bad news is that it is
undecidable if a selection view has a tightest regular ltd. The good news comes in several avors:




Tight specialized regular ltds can be inferred
for selection views in several special cases of
practical interest. For example, one case is
when the source ltd is strati ed, i.e. no type
uses itself in the ltd directly or indirectly.
Another is when the view is de ned by a
query involving only non-recursive vertical
navigation. If specialization cannot be used,
one can still infer in these cases a tightest
regular ltd for the views.

Our ltd inference algorithms for selection
queries provides useful insight into the technical problems involved in producing ltds that are
as precise as possible. We next consider how the
techniques we have developed can be adapted
to extensions of the model and view de nition
language. First, we look at views that construct complex documents using a \group-by"
construct. The ltd inference algorithm for selection views can be extended to provide a sound
(but no longer tight) description of such views.
Intuitively, tightness is lost due to dependencies
among variables that cannot be captured by specialized context-free ltds. Nevertheless, for speci c classes of group-by lists the derived ltd is
locally tight, in the sense that individual lists of
the tree are precisely described. (However, dependencies across lists are not captured.)
Lastly, we consider additional features such as
querying XML attribute values and text. In this
case, there can be no tight ltd (or DTD) for the
view because ltds (and DTDs) do not in general
place constraints on string content. However the
It can be checked whether a selection view inferred DTD for a selection view is tight in a
conforms to a prede ned regular ltd; this weaker sense: every type structure allowed by
makes use of the tight specialized context- the ltd is realized by some document in the view.
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Related work Although the traditional as- cialized ltds are strictly more powerful than both

dataguides and graph schemas. One important
di erence is that ltds can require the presence
of certain patterns in the data, which cannot be
done with dataguides or graph schemas.
Note that both graph schemas and dataguides
implicitly allow a form of specialization. A type
a may be assigned di erent subobjects depending on its ancestors. Consequently, they can describe sets of databases that cannot be described
by plain ltds; nevertheless, plain ltds can also
describe sets of databases that graph schemas or
dataguides cannot.
The use of dataguides for schema discovery and query optimization is discussed in
[NUWC97, GW97], and the use of graph schemas
for query optimization is shown in [FS98]. DTDs
are used in [MZ98] for schema matching, which,
in turn, is used for data conversion. Specialized
ltds can also support these activities, as proposed
in [BGL+ ]. In [NAM98], another approach to
inferring a schema from graph data is proposed,
which results in a classi cation of the nodes in a
class hierarchy.
Note that the \patterns" in [CDSS98] are also
a form of dataguide. A limited form of inference
can be accomplished by inferring the patterns
that view variables may bind to. Like our language, the languages of [AM98, CDSS98] control
the order of elements in the output. The language of [AM98] also places conditions on the
order of elements in the input.
Schema inference in views is related in spirit to
inferring dependencies in relational views. This
was rst investigated in [Klu80, KP82] for relational algebra views, and later in [AH88] for
Datalog views.
An informal discussion of problems raised by
schema inference in views of semistructured data
is presented in [PV99]. The notions of sound and
tight DTD are de ned, and the need for specialized DTDs is illustrated. An algorithm is presented for inferring the DTD of views de ned by

sumption in dealing with semistructured data
is that there is no explicit schema, there has
been considerable e ort in recovering schematic
information from data. Notable approaches include the representative objects and dataguides
[NUWC97, GW97] and the graph schemas of
[BDFS97]. The problems they address are orthogonal to ours. Inference of schemas for views
is not considered. However, it is interesting to
compare the speci cation power of ltds with that
of dataguides and graph schemas, and we do so
next.

Dataguides

[NUWC97, GW97] Given a semistructured OEM
database [QRS+95], dataguides are structures
that can eciently answer the query: what types
can be reached from an object of type o following
a path p? Interestingly, the dataguides themselves are represented as OEM objects.2

Graph

Schemas

[BDFS97] provide a \schema" based on graphs
where the edges are labeled with predicates. A
database satis es the graph schema if there is a
homomorphism of the database (itself a labeled
graph) to the graph schema, such that the edge
labels of the database satisfy the edge predicates
they are mapped to. [BDFS97] also provide computational properties of graph schemas.
In order to meaningfully compare the speci cation power of ltds with that of data guides and
graph schemas, we have to rst level the eld
by ignoring the obvious di erences that immediately render the di erent approaches incomparable (e.g., ltds work on an ordered graph
model, and graph schemas use arbitrary edge
predicates). Then it is quite easily seen that spe2 However applying the view on the dataguide does not

produce the dataguide of the view. Indeed, it is impossible to derive the dataguide of the view from the dataguide
of the database.
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(loto) over alphabet3  is a nite tree such that
each node has an associated label in  and the
set of children of a given node is totally ordered.

a simple class of queries using only one variable,
no horizontal navigation, and no recursive path
expressions.
The paper is organized as follows. The next
section provides a warm-up to the main development. It introduces the main concepts and
notation, considers several basic properties of
ltds used throughout the paper, and motivates
the extensions of ltds with specialization and
context-free languages. Section 3 introduces the
view de nition language. Section 4 contains the
main results on ltd inference, and discusses some
interesting special cases. Lastly, Section 5 considers ltd inference in the context of extensions
to the model the view de nition language.

Given a loto t and a node n of t, we denote the
label of n by (n). Thus, if the sequence of children of n is n1 : : : nk then (n1 ) : : : (nk ) is a
word in  . If n is a node in a given loto, we
denote by tree (n) the subtree of the loto rooted
at n.
Example 2.2 Consider the following \dealer"
XML document and the corresponding loto
(L2.3).
<dealer>
<UsedCars>
<ad>
<model>Honda</model>
<year>92</year>
</ad>
</UsedCars>

2 Warm-Up
In this section we present the formal framework of the paper, and motivate the extension
of DTDs with a subtyping mechanism and with
context-free grammars.
We assume familiarity with basic notions
of language theory, including (nondeterministic) nite-state automata ((n)fsa), context-free
grammar (cfg) and language (cfl), homomorphism, substitution, and transducer (e.g., see
[HU79, Gin66]). We will use basic facts such
as closure of regular and context-free languages
under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism,
intersection with regular languages, substitution
with languages of the same kind, and transducers.

<NewCars>
<ad>
<model>BMW</model>
</ad>

dealer
UsedCars

NewCars

ad

ad

model

year model

(L2.3)

</NewCars>
</dealer

Note that the loto retains the element name
structure of the XML document. However the
string content of the document is discarded since
it plays no role in the inference problem.

Loto type de nitions A loto type de nition
(ltd) is our abstraction of DTDs. It retains the
element content information provided by DTDs
[BPSM]. In particular, a DTD speci es, using regular expressions, the sequences of element
names that are allowed as content of elements
with a given name. The DTD also speci es the
type of the root. These are formalized as follows.

Labeled ordered tree objects A labeled or-

dered tree object (loto) is our abstraction of an
XML document. Each node represents an XML
element and is labeled by the element's name
(type). The list of children of a node represents
the sequence of elements that make up the con- De nition 2.4 A loto type de nition (ltd) over
tent of the node, labeled by their name.
alphabet  consists of a root type in  and a
De nition 2.1 A labeled ordered tree object 3 We only consider nite alphabets.
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mapping associating to each a
over .

2

 a language

<DOCTYPE dealer [
<!ELEMENT dealer (UsedCars,NewCars)>

By slight abuse of notation, if d is an ltd over ,
we denote by d(a) the language over  associated
with a. We also denote the type of the root by
d(root).
The languages provided by an ltd can be specied by various means, and for simplicity we often
blur the distinction between a language and its
speci cation. If the languages are regular, they
can be represented by regular expressions over
. We call such an ltd regular. Similarly, an ltd
whose languages are context-free (and speci ed
by a cfg or other means) is a context-free ltd.
An ltd is assumed by default to be regular.
The function of a loto type de nition is to
specify a set of valid lotos, analogously to the
way a DTD speci es a set of XML documents
conforming to it. A loto t satis es an ltd d over
, denoted t j= d, if the root has type d(root)
and for every node n of t with children n1 : : : nk ,
the word (n1 ) : : : (nk ) is in d((n)). The set
of lotos satisfying an ltd d is denoted by T (d).
Example 2.5 The loto (L2.3) satis es the ltd
below. For readability, in ltd examples we denote
concatenation by comma. The examples specify
the root type and the languages associated to each
type name. We omit specifying a language if it
is ; { e.g., for model and year below.
root : dealer;
dealer : (UsedCars; NewCars);
(LTD2.6) UsedCars : ad ;
NewCars : ad ;
ad : (model; year) + model;
Figure 1 provides a corresponding DTD.
Note that, in order for an ltd to be satis able
by some loto, the ltd has to provide \exit rules",
i.e. some of the d(a) must be ; or must contain
. In the example, d(model) = d(year) = ;, and
d(UsedCars); d(NewCars) contain .
There is an interesting connection between
regular ltds and context free grammars. Clearly,

<!ELEMENT UsedCars (ad*)>
<!ELEMENT NewCars (ad*)>
<!ELEMENT ad ((model,year)|model)>
]>

Figure 1: An XML DTD corresponding to Example 2.5
a regular ltd is somewhat similar to a set of productions in a cfg, each of which speci es how
an element can be expanded. In an ltd the righthand side of a production is a regular expression
rather than a single word as in grammars, but
the di erence is not crucial.
In some sense, the set of lotos satisfying a
given ltd is a cfl. To make this more precise, we de ne a standard in-line representation
of lotos by structural recursion as follows. If
t is a loto whose root n has the sequence of
subtrees tree(n1 ) : : : tree(nk ), then in-line(t) =
(n)[in-line(tree(n1)) : : : in-line(tree(nk ))].4 If t
consists of a single leaf node n then in-line(t) =
(n). It easy to see that for every regular ltd
d, the language in-line(T (d)) = fin-line(t) j t 2
T (d)g is context-free.
Although in-line(T (d)) is a cfl, there is an important distinction between lotos and arbitrary
cfls. The lotos satisfying an ltd are analogous
to the derivation trees of cfg rather than the
words generated by grammars. This has important consequences. Indeed, although equivalence of cfgs is undecidable, it is easily decidable if two grammars generate the same derivation trees. Similarly, questions involving relationships between regular ltds are generally de4 It is easy to see that in-line produces the string rep-

resentation of an XML document { modulo the di erence
in the syntax of delimiters.
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Example 2.8 Consider the set of lotos decidable.
0
We say that two ltds d and d are equivalent if scribed by the following ltd.
T (d) = T (d0 ). An ltd d is tighter than an ltd d0 (LTD2.9) root : section;
section : intro; section ; conclusion;
if T (d)  T (d0 ). Checking either property turns
out to be pspace-complete (the lower bound fol- Now consider a query that collects all intro and
lows from the fact that regular expression con- conclusion nodes of a given loto and groups them
tainment and equivalence are pspace-complete under a root named result, in exactly the same
order in which they appear in the input. It is
[GJ79]).
We will consider throughout the paper sets of easy to see that Lresult is not a regular language
lotos constructed by various means from other (but it is context-free).
sets of lotos satisfying given ltds. For example,
views of lotos satisfying a given ltd generate such We will say that an ltd d is tight for T if T =
new sets. This leads naturally to the question T (d). It is easy to show the following:
of which sets of lotos can be described by ltds. Lemma 2.10 A set T of lotos has a tight ltd i
There are two orthogonal requirements in order it satis es (i) and (ii) above.
for a set T of lotos to be speci able by an ltd:
(i) For each a 2 , let La be the language con- If T does not have a tight ltd, it is still of interest
sisting of all words (n1 ) : : : (nk ) for which to nd an \approximate" description of T . A dtd
n1 : : : nk is the list of children of some node d is sound for T i T  T (d). In general, there
n with label a in some loto in T . Then La are many ltds that are sound for given T ; among
has to be regular (or of appropriate kind for the candidates, the best would be the tightest
sound ltd, if such exists. The following characnon-regular ltds).
terizes the sets T for which tightest sound ltds
(ii) T must be closed under substitution of sub- exist.
trees with the same root type. More precisely, if t is in T , n is a node in t, and Lemma 2.11 A set T of lotos over alphabet 
n0 is a node in some loto in T such that has a tightest sound regular ltd i each language
(n) = (n0 ), then the loto obtained from t La (de ned in (i) above) is regular for all a 2 .
by replacing the subtree tree(n) by tree(n0 ) The tightest sound ltd for T satisfying the propis also in T .
erty in the lemma is simply the ltd d such that
We will refer informally to property (ii) as clo- d(a) = La . Consequently, a set T of lotos cannot have several incomparable sound ltds that
sure under subtree substitution.
minimal with respect to tightness. In other
Example 2.7 As an illustration of (ii), con- are
sider the singleton set T = f(L2:3)g (see Exam- words, either there exists a unique tightest ltd,
ple 2.2). Clearly, T violates (ii); thus, it cannot or for every sound ltd there exists a strictly
be speci ed by any ltd. Intuitively, the problem tighter sound ltd. For example, given the folis that no ltd can specify one structure for the ad lowing sound ltd for the view of Example 2.8
root : result ; result : (intro + conclusion )
in UsedCars and another for the ad in NewCars.
Note that T trivially satis es (i), since the lan- we can come up with the strictly tighter ltd
guage associated to each element name is nite
root : result ;
and therefore regular.
result :  + intro ; (intro + conclusion ) ; conclusion
A set T of lotos may satisfy (ii) and violate (i). which can be tightened ad in nitum.
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Specialized loto type de nitions Closure turns out that this simple idea allows to overunder subtree substitution seriously limits the
speci cation power of ltds in many practical
cases. Example 2.7 showed a single loto that
cannot be described by a tight ltd. Similarly,
union of sets of lotos speci ed by two ltds do not
generally have a tight ltd, as illustrated next.

Example 2.12 Consider two sources exporting

lotos2 conforming to the 3following
2 ltds.
root : UsedCars;
root : NewCars;
64 UsedCars : ad; 75
64 NewCars : ad;
ad : model; year;
ad : model;
Now consider a new source obtained by the concatenation of the two sources under a loto \all".
The tightest ltd for the new source is listed below;
but it is not tight.
root : all; all : UsedCars; NewCars;
A tight
UsedCars : ad ; NewCars : ad
ad : (model; year) + model;
specialized ltd for the concatenation of the two
sources is shown in Example 2.12.

The following further illustrates the shortcomings of ltds in describing views.

Example 2.13 Consider the following source

come the limitations of ltds mentioned above.
We next de ne specialized ltds.
De nition 2.14 A specialized ltd for alphabet
 is a 4-tuple h; 0 ; d; i where:
(1) ; 0 are nite alphabets;
(2) d is an ltd over 0 ; and,
(3)  is a mapping from 0 to .
Intuitively, 0 provides for some a 2 , a set
3
of specializations of a, namely those a0 2 0 for
7
5which (a0 ) = a. Note that  induces a homomorphism on words over 0 , and also on lotos
over 0 (yielding lotos over ). We also denote
by  the induced homomorphisms. Specialized
ltds are denoted by bold letters d,e,f,, etc.
Let d = h; 0 ; d; i be a specialized ltd. A
loto t over  satis es d if t 2 (T (d)).
Example 2.15 The following specialized ltd is
tight for the singleton set f(L2:3)g. For readability, the set 0 of De nition 2.14 is omitted
(0 implicitly consists of all symbols on the left
hand side of the mappings) and the mapping 
from 0 to  is implicit; symbols of the form ab
map to a and symbols without superscripts map
to themselves.
root : dealer;
dealer : (UsedCars; NewCars);
UsedCars : adu ; NewCars : adn ;
adu : model; year; adn : model;

ltd and a view that collects all dealers that sell
at least one used vehicle and groups them under
a \used-dealers" node. The tightest ltd for the
view is identical with the source ltd | modulo
renaming dealers to UsedDealers. Thus, the ltd
cannot capture the fact that at least one \used Example 2.16 Following is the tight specialized ltds for the source obtained by condealer" ad must be for a used car.

catenating the two sources in Example 2.12.
root : dealers; dealers : dealer ;

root : all;
dealer : ad ; ad : UsedAd + NewAd;
all : (UsedCars; NewCars);
The shortcomings illustrated above have a com- UsedCars : (adu ) ; NewCars : (adn ) ;
mon source. They are due to the inability of adu : model; year;
ltds to carry typing information across multiple adn : model;
levels of the trees (lotos) they describe. This is
re ected in the closure under subtree substitu- Similarly, a specialized ltd can be obtained for
tion of sets of lotos with tight ltds. Intuitively, the set described in Example 2.13.
overcoming this limitation requires the ability to How hard is it to check if a loto satis es a spede ne special cases of a given type. Indeed, it cialized ltd? Let d = h; 0 ; d; i be a specialized
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ltd and t a loto over . Clearly, t satis es d i

which X binds, under a new default root. The
subtrees are listed in the order in which they occur in a depth- rst, left-to-right traversal of the
input loto.
We now de ne the patterns used in loto-ql
queries. A pattern over alphabet  is a tree
with labeled nodes and edges. The root has
outdegree one. A node label is an expression
p0:X1 :p1 :X2 :p2 : : : Xk :pk , k  0, where the Xi
are variables and the pi are regular expressions
over . Furthermore,  62 pi ; 0  i < k. All
nodes have labels, restricted as follows: the root
is labeled by a symbol in , and internal nodes
must contain at least one variable. Each variable
occurs only once in the body. For simplicity, a
regular expression equal to  is omitted.
An edge outgoing from an internal node n is
labeled by a pair hX; pi where X is a variable
occurring in the label of n and p is a regular
expression over . The edge outgoing from the
root is labeled simply by a regular expression
p over . Intuitively, an edge label describes
vertical navigation in the input loto. For each
node reached by vertical navigation, the node
label describes horizontal navigation in the list
of its children.
More formally, let B be the body of a loto-ql
query over  and t be a loto over , such that
the roots of B and t have the same label. Let
V ar(B ) be the set of variables in B . A binding
is a mapping from V ar(B ) to the nodes of
t such that (root(B )) = root(t) and for each
edge in B labeled hX; pi with target node labeled
p0:X1 :p1 :X2 :p2 : : : Xk :pk there exists a path with
nodes x0 : : : xn in t where:
 x0 = (X ),
 (x1 ) : : : (xn ) 2 p,
 xn has children y10 : : : yi00 : : : y1k : : : yik where
(y1j ) : : : (yij ) 2 pj , 0  j  k, and
(Xj ) = yij ,1
,1 , 1  j  k .
A binding must satisfy the analogous condition
for the special case of the edge outgoing from the

in-line(t) 2 (in-line(T (d)))
where  is extended to 0 [ f[; ]g by the identity
on f[; ]g. Since, as noted earlier, in-line(T (d))
and therefore (in-line(T (d))) are context-free,
this reduces to checking membership of a word
w in a cfl, which is O(jwj3 ) for a xed grammar, using the Cocke-Younger-Kasami algorithm
(there are more ecient parsing algorithms, see
[HU79]). Note that a cfg for (in-line(T (d))) is
computable from d in linear time, but then has
to be brought to Chomsky normal form before
the CYK algorithm can be applied.

3 A query language for lotos
We present a query language for lotos, called
loto-ql, similar in spirit to several query languages recently proposed for XML and the Web.
Loto-ql is the formal basis of XMAS, a language
which has been implemented for the MIX mediation project. Like [CDSS98, AM98], our language handles order explicitly. We will study the
ltd inference problem in loto-ql views. We start
with views de ned by selection loto-ql queries,
which we de ne in this section. Full loto-ql
queries will be de ned in Section 5.
A selection loto-ql query is of the form
select X where body

where body is a pattern providing bindings of
X and the other variables to subtrees of the
input loto. The pattern is in the shape of a
tree and uses regular expressions for navigating both vertically5 and horizontally in the input
loto (thus, the query language makes use of the
order on children available in lotos). The answer
is a loto consisting of the list of the subtrees to

k

j

5 Regular path expressions for vertical navigation are

a common feature of almost all semistructured query languages [CM90, MW, FLS98, dBV93, AQM+97, BDHS96,
FFLS98, AM98, CDSS98, DFF+ , KS95, AV97].

j
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queries. As discussed in the previous section,
regular ltds are insucient for describing views
de ned by selection loto-ql queries. Moreover, it
is not even possible to check if the view can be
speci ed by a regular ltd, or whether it can be
approximated by a tightest regular ltd:
Theorem 4.1 It is undecidable, given a selection loto-ql query q and an ltd d, whether q(T (d))
has a tight regular ltd, or whether it has a tightest
regular ltd.
The proof uses Lemma 2.10 and the undecidability of whether a cfg de nes a regular language
[HU79].
For the purpose of enhancing the speci cation
power of regular ltds, we suggested extending
them in two ways:
section
X
section*
(i) adding a specialization mechanism, and
Σ∗.(intro+conclusion).X.Σ∗
(ii) allowing speci cations of content more powerful
regular expressions, such as cfgs.
Example 3.2 Next consider the source de- Thethan
main result of this section states that one
scribed by the following ltd and the query that
retrieves all van or car dealers that sell at least can construct tight specialized context-free ltds
for all views de ned by selection loto-ql queries,
one used vehicle.
whose input lotos satisfy a given regular ltd6 .
dealers : truck; van; RV; car;
The result requires developing some technical
truck : dealer ; van : dealer ;
machinery; most of the section is devoted to this
RV : dealer ; car : dealer ;
development.
dealer : ad ; ad : UsedAd + NewAd;
root.
Thus, an edge labeled by hX; pi leads to the
nodes xn in the input loto reachable from the
node X by a path whose node labels spell a
word in p. The label p0 :X1 :p1 :X2 :p2 : : : Xk :pk of
the target node of the edge provides a pattern
matched against the sequence of children of xn .
Note that the bindings for a given variable are
naturally ordered by a depth- rst left-to-right
traversal of the input loto.
Example 3.1 Consider the source described by
the ltd of Example 2.8. The following query collects all intro and conclusion nodes and groups
them under a root named result, in exactly the
same order in which they appear in the input.

D

Basic Concepts and Algorithms

dealers
van+car
dealer+ .D.dealer*
<D,ad>
UsedAd

Beyond the immediate focus of the paper on
ltd inference, we believe that loto-ql provides
natural yet powerful primitives, and can serve as
a useful vehicle for investigating aspects of handling order in queries for semistructured data.

4 Inferring ltds for selection
views

First we describe the ltd inference algorithm for
two queries, q and q0 , that illustrate several key
aspects of the algorithm. Then we describe the
algorithm for arbitrary selection queries.
q

q’

r
X

p
l.X.r

r
X

p
l.X.r
<X,p’>
Σ∗

In query q, the pattern of the body says that
the parent of root(X ) in the input loto is reachable from the root of the loto by a path spelling
6 The inference algorithm also works for inputs de-

scribed by specialized regular ltds, such as those obtained

In this section we present our results on infer- by concatenating multiple sources, each with its own regence of ltds for views de ned by selection loto-ql ular ltd (as in Example 2.12).
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a word in p. The subtree X is extracted from
the content of the parent by matching the expression l:X:r, so that root(X ) is labeled by the
last letter of a word in l and it is followed by
a sux in r. Query q0 is the same as q, except
that there must also exist a downward path in p0
originating at root(X ).

Satis ability and validity Before describing

how ltds are inferred for q and q0 , we make a brief
digression to consider a technical problem that
arises in all cases. This relates to the condition
requiring the existence of a downward path from
nodes of a given type. It occurs as an explicit
condition in the body of q0 , but also arises in a
more subtle form in q.
Consider an ltd d and a regular expression p
over . Let a be in , and consider the question of whether there is a path in p from nodes
of type a in lotos satisfying d. There are three
possibilities:
 there is a path in p originating at nodes of
type a in some lotos satisfying d (and then
we say that p is satis able at a),
 there is never a path in p originating at a
node of type a in a loto satisfying d (and we
say that p is unsatis able at a)
 there is always a path in p originating at a
node of type a in any loto satisfying d (and
we say that p is valid at a).
In the inference algorithm, we will need to check
whether a path p is satis able or valid at some
type a. We can show the following useful fact:
Lemma 4.2 Given a regular ltd d, a regular
path expression p over  and a 2 : (i) it can
be checked in ptime whether p is (un)satis able
at a; (ii) it can be checked in pspace whether p
is valid at a.
Satis ability of p at a can be checked in ptime by
testing non-emptiness of the language accepted
by an nfsa constructed from p, d and a. Validity is less straightforward and can be tested

in pspace using an alternating polynomial-time
Turing machine. To see how the ptime alternation arises, let a 2 , w 2 d(a), and w be
the set of symbols occuring in w. Note that p is
valid at a i for every w , w 2 d(a), there exists
a type a0 2 w such that p is valid at a0 . The
recursive application of this test gives rise to the
alternating ptime algorithm. Using the equivalence of alternating ptime and pspace [CKS81],
this yields a pspace algorithm.
Next, suppose a path p is satis able but not
valid at type a de ned by an ltd d. This means
that a proper subset of the lotos satisfying d and
having roots of type a have a path in p starting at the root. For the inference algorithm, we
will need to precisely describe this set of lotos.
We can achieve this by constructing a specialized ltd that provides a tightening of d in which
p becomes valid at a. We outline the construction of the tightened specialized ltd. Let fp be
an fsa over  accepting p, with start state s, set
of nal states F , and state transition function
. For each state h in fp, let ph be the regular
language accepted by fp with start state h. The
specialized ltd is d0 = (; 0 ; d0 ; ) where:
 0 =  [ fhh; bi j h 2 states(fp ); b 2
; and ph is satis able at bg;
 (hh; bi) = b and (b) = b for b 2  and
h 2 states(fp);
 d0 (root) = hs; ai;
 d0 (b) = d(b) for b 2 ;
 d0 (hf; bi) = d(b) if f is accepting;
 d0 (hh; bi) = ,1 (d(b)) \  0next  if h is
not accepting, where 0next = fhh0 ; ai j h0 =
(h; a) and p0h0 is satis able at ag.
Note that the last item simply ensures that the
content of hh; bi has at least one type allowing
to continue successfully along a path in p. The
following is easily seen:
Lemma 4.3 A loto with root of type a satis es
the specialized ltd d0 i it satis es d and there
exists a path in p starting at its root.
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Thus, p is valid at the root of lotos satisfying d0 . pattern l:X:r is matched against the content of
We denote the specialized ltd d0 tightening a as nodes reachable by p. For each a 2 , the words
resulting by matching l:X:r against the content
described by tighten(a; d; p).
of a form a language ra which can be computed
Vertical and horizontal navigation We from d(a) using a nondeterministic nite-state
now return to the example queries q and q0 , transducer. The transducer works as follows.
which involve simple vertical and horizontal nav- Given an input word w, it outputs the last letter
igation. Consider rst query q. Suppose q and of each pre x of w which is in l and for which
the input ltd d are over alphabet . The ltd the remainder sux is in r (the nondeterminism
dq for the view de ned by q is the following. arises in guessing whether or not the sux from a
The type of the root is a default root. Sup- current position is in r, and acceptance requires
pose for simplicity that root 62  (the other checking that all guesses along the way were corcase is handled using specialization). For a 2 , rect). Since d(a) is regular and regular languages
dq (a) = d(a). The language dq (root) is a lan- are closed under transducers [Gin66], ra is reguguage over , denoted LX and de ned below. lar. Let us call hmatch(l:X:r; d(a)) the procedure
To de ne LX , let us rst focus on the nodes outputting ra by matching l:X:r against d(a) uswhich are parents of root(X ), i.e. they are reach- ing the transducer described above.
able by a path in p. Let us denote the corre- As an additional subtlety, a transducer step
sponding language by Lp . The language Lp is similar to the above has to also be applied to
de ned by the following cfg G (for convenience, righthand sides of productions of G with lefthand
we use productions whose right-hand sides are sides of the form hh; ai where h is an accepting
regular expressions over terminals and nonter- state of fp (details are omitted).
minals, with the obvious meaning). Let fp be an Lastly, LX = (Lp ) where  is the substitufsa over  accepting p; its state transition func- tion (a) = ra for each a 2 . Since cfls are
tion is . For each state h in fp, let ph be the closed under substitution [HU79], LX is contextregular language accepted by fp with start state free. Indeed, a cfg for it can be e ectively conh. The nonterminals of G are the pairs hh; ai structed from d and q in exptime7 (polynomial
where h is a state of fp and a 2  [ frootg. The in d and exponential in q). In summary, the view
start symbol is hs; rooti where s is the start state de ned by q on inputs satisfying d has a tight
of fp. The set of terminal symbols of G is . The context-free ltd constructible in exptime.
productions of G are:
 hh; ai ! h (d(a)) where h is a state in fp , Example 4.4 Let us rst consider the query
a 2 , and h is a substitution de ned as and source ltd (call it d) of Example 3.2. The aufollows. For b 2  and h0 = (h; b):
van
1
2
0
{ h(b) = fhh ; big if ph0 is valid at b,
car
tomaton
f
for
p
=
(van
+
car)
is
p
{ h(b) = f; hh0 ; big if ph0 is satis able The automaton also contains a sink state ?.
but not valid at b, and
where all non-indicated transitions are
{ h(b) = fg if ph0 is unsatis able at b. (omitted)
directed. The language p1 accepted by fp starting
 hf; ai ! a for each accepting state f of fp . from state 1 is van+car and the language p2 is .
7 The construction can be done in pspace by using an

It is easily veri ed that L(G) = Lp . To obtain nfsa for p rather than the fsa we used for simplicity of
LX from Lp, we need one more step, where the presentation.
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It is always the case that p? = ;. The grammar
Lp has start symbol h1; dealersi and the following
productions:
h1; dealersi ! h2; vani; h2; car i
h2; vani ! van
h2; cari ! car





The rhs of the rst production was derived
from d(dealers) by applying the substitution
1(truck) = fg and 1 (RV) = fg (because
p? = ; so p? is unsatis able at truck and RV),
1(van) = fh2; vanig, and 1 (car) = fh2; carig
(because p2 is valid at van and car).
The
language
LD is obtained by the substitution (Lp) where
(van) = hmatch(dealer+:D:dealer ; dealer ) =
dealer+ and, similarly, (car) = dealer+ . The
specialized ltd tighten(dealer; d; ad:UsedAd) has
root dealeru with content ad adu ad where adu
has content UsedAd. Thus, the nal substitution  is de ned by (dealer) = dealeru . In
summary, the nal specialized ltd for the query
is:
root : (dealeru )+
dealeru : ad adu ad
adu : UsedAdad : UsedAd + NewAd

(a) = fa0 g if p0 is valid at a,
(a) = f; a0 g if p0 is satis able but not valid
at a, and
(a) = fg if p0 is unsatis able at a.

It is easy to verify that d0 is a tight specialized
context-free ltd for q0 (T (d)).

Putting it all together
The above discussion contains in a nutshell the
basic ingredients of our ltd inference algorithm
for selection views. We next outline the main
steps in the algorithm, omitting many details.

Satis ability and Tightening Revisited

We have seen in the previous discussion that one
can test if a regular path expression p is satis able or valid at a 2 , given a regular ltd d (see
Lemma 4.2). We have also seen how a specialized regular ltd can be constructed to \tighten" a
type de nition in order to ensure the existence of
a downward path in p from nodes of that type.
Both results can be extended to arbitrary patterns, with some increase in the complexity of
checking satis ability. Thus, for each type a, regular ltd d, and loto-ql query body B (X~ ), all over
, one can test in np whether B (X~ ) is satis able
at a, and in pspace whether B (X~ ) is valid at a
(where satis ability and validity of a pattern at a
are the obvious extensions of the notions we dened earlier for regular path expressions). Furthermore, one can construct a specialized regular
ltd tighten(a; d; B (X~ )), whose size is polynomial
in d but exponential in B (X~ ) and is satis ed precisely by the lotos t 2 T (d) with root type a, in
which there exists a binding of B (X~ ). As a useful side e ect, the construction provides, for each
variable X in the body, a subset X of the types
of tighten(a; d; B (X~ )) to which X may bind.

Next, consider the query q0 . It is very similar
to q, with the di erence that the nodes of type
a 2  to which X binds must be restricted to ensure the existence of the downstream path in p0 .
This requires the ltd tightening outlined earlier,
and highlights the need for specialization. The
language LX constructed for q must be modi ed
using the specialized ltds tighten(a; p0 ; d). More
precisely, let d0 be the specialized ltd de ned
as folllows. d0 de nes the content of internal
nodes by tighten(a; p0 ; d), a 2  (observe that
these specialized ltds agree on the types they
share). The content of the root is de ned by
the language (LX ) where  is the substitution Construction of the specialized cf ltd
de ned next. We denote by a0 the root type in Consider a selection loto-ql query q over , of
the form select X where B (X~ ), and a regular ltd
tighten(a; p0 ; d):
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LX0 frg if the condition is valid
LX0 r +  if the condition is satis able
LX0  if the condition is unsatis able
for i = 1; : : : ; k
%compute LX
for each type a in LX ,1
compute the language Lp of nodes
reachable from a following pi
for each type b in Lp
i

i

i

i

de ne the substitution
(b) = hmatch + (li :Xi :ri ; d(b)
a
LX (Lp )
de ne the substitution  (a) = LaX
LX  (LX ,1 )
i

i

i

i

i

Figure 2: The ltd inference algorithm

ing l1 :X1 :r1 against the children of the nodes in
Lp1 . This is complicated by the presence of other
variables with their own downstream patterns in
l1 and r1 . hmatch+ also included the tightening
step described below. For each such variable Y ,
the transducer has to take into account whether
the pattern BY (X~ ) is satis able or valid at each
type against which Y is matched. When X1 is
matched against some type a so that BX1 (X~ ) is
valid at a, the transducer outputs the root type
corresponding to tighten(a; d; BX1 (X~ )). When
X1 is matched against a so that BX1 (X~ ) is satis able but not valid at a, the transducer nondeterministically outputs  or the root type corresponding to tighten(a; d; BX1 (X~ )). This proceeds inductively along the path to X , until LX
is computed. More precisely, for each type a in
the alphabet of LX , the language LaX +1 corresponding to the nodes Xi+1 reachable from a
by a vertical path pi+1 and a horizontal path
li+1:Xi+1 :ri+1 is computed as above. The language LX +1 is  (LX ) where  is the substitution de ned by  (a) = LaX +1 for each a in the
alphabet of LX . This is iterated to compute
LX , j < k, and nally LX .
The development in this section leads to following key result:
i

d for the inputs to the query. We wish to compute LX . We proceed in three stages. For each
variable Y in B (X~ ) let us denote by BY (X~ ) the
subpattern of B (X~ ) occuring downstream from
Y . We rst compute, for each type a 2  such
that BY (X~ ) is satis able at a, the tightening
tighten(a; d; BY (X~ )). We next consider the path
in B (X~ ) leading from the root to X . This is of
r

p1
l1:X?1 :r1
hX1 ; p2 i
the following form. l2 :X?2 :r2

.?
..
?hXkk,1 ; pk i
lk :X:r

i

i

i

i

i

j

Theorem 4.5 Given a regular ltd d and a selecIn the above,

tion loto-ql query q, one can e ectively construct
a tight specialized context-free ltd for q(T (d)).

The complexity of the construction is exptime in the general case and the size of the inferred ltd is polynomial in the input ltd and exeach of the li and ri may contain additional vari- ponential in the query.8 It remains open whether
ables, with their own downstream patterns. The the complexity is tight.
language for LX is computed by an extension of
the technique used for the example query q0 . We Remark 4.6 In this section we assumed that
begin by computing LX1 . As in the case of q0 , input lotos are described by regular ltds. Now
we rst compute the language Lp1 corresponding 8
complexity is to be expected: even very simple
to the nodes reachable from r by a path in p1 . staticThis
analysis
of queries is typically exponential. For exNext, we use the routine hmatch+ (extension of ample, recall that containment of conjunctive queries is
hmatch ) to produce the language LX1 by match- np-complete.
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suppose that the inputs are described instead by
specialized context-free ltds. This would happen
if de ning a loto-ql view on top of another loto-ql
view. Also, the concatenation of multiple sources
into a single source is described by a spacialized
regular ltd. Our inference algorithm and Theorem 4.5 generalize easily to such input ltds.

is strati ed but (LTD2.9) is not. By revisiting
the inference algorithm in the previous section
in the case of strati ed ltds, we are able to show
the following.

Theorem 4.8 Given a strati ed regular ltd d

and a selection loto-ql query q, one can e ectively construct a tight specialized regular ltd for
The ltd inference algorithm allows to solve q(T (d)).
an important related problem: checking conformance of a selection view de nition to a prede- The complexity of the construction and the
ned ltd. This is of interest, for example, when size of the resulting ltd remain exponential.
data satisfying some ltd must be translated in a Next, consider the special class of selection
form that satis es another ltd (see also the dis- loto-ql queries which do not use recursive vercussion in [Suc]). We can show:
tical navigation. That is, all regular expressions
occurring as labels of edges do not use Kleene
Corollary 4.7 It is decidable, given a regular closure. The regular expressions used for horltd d, a selection loto-ql query q, and another izontal navigation may continue to use Kleene
regular ltd d0 , whether q(T (d))  T (d0 ).
closure. Let us call this class of queries vertically nonrecursive. We can show the following,
The proof uses our inference algorithm and analogous to the above.
the decidability of whether a context-free language is included in a regular language. We note Theorem 4.9 Given a regular ltd d and a verthat a di erent approach consisting of driving tically nonrecursive loto-ql query q, one can efthe translation process by the target ltd is con- fectively construct a tight specialized regular ltd
sidered in [MZ98].
for q(T (d)).

Special cases
We consider ltd inference in several special cases
of practical interest. We have seen that describing the view de ned by a loto-ql query on inputs
satisfying a given regular ltd requires the use of
more powerful context-free ltds. There are however signi cant special cases when specialized
regular ltds are sucient for describing loto-ql
views. The special cases restrict either the input
regular ltd or the selection loto-ql query de ning
the view.
First, we consider a natural restriction on the
input ltds. Let us call an ltd strati ed if the
dependency graph among types is acyclic (the
dependency graph for an ltd d has an edge from
b to a if b occurs in d(a)). For example, (LTD2.6)

Once again, the complexity remains exponential.
In both cases just considered, specialization is
still generally required. However, it easily seen
(using Lemma 2.11), that the resulting views always have a tightest regular ltd which can provide an approximate description without specialization, and can be e ectively constructed.
Moreover, in particular cases, tight regular ltds
may exist for the view. It turns out that this
can be tested, and a tight regular ltd can be effectively constructed if such exists. Contrast this
with the general case, where the existence of a
tight (or even tightest) regular ltd for a given
view is undecidable (Theorem 4.1).
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Corollary 4.10 (i) Given a regular ltd d and usually denote terms by T1; T2 ; : : : Tk . We call
a selection loto-ql query q such that d is stratied or q is vertically nonrecursive, q(T (d)) has a
tightest regular ltd which can be e ectively constructed. (ii) Given a regular ltd d and a selection loto-ql query q such that d is strati ed
or q is vertically nonrecursive, it is decidable in
expspace whether q(T (d)) has a tight regular
ltd, and if so such an ltd can be e ectively constructed.

5 Extensions
In this section we consider ltd inference for several extensions of the model and query language.
We begin by looking at general loto-ql queries
(not restricted to selection queries), which construct new lotos using a powerful group-by construct de ning nested lists. Then we brie y discuss other extensions.

Loto-ql with constructed answers A gen-

a tree as above parameterized (by the terms it
contains), and make the parameters explicit by
writing t(T1 ; : : : ; Tk ).
We next describe group-by labels. Each
group-by label is a (possibly empty) sequence of
distinct terms in Terms(B (X~ )). Group-by labels are denoted [T1 : : : Tk ]. Similarly to logical
quanti cation, the scope of a group-by label of
a node is the subtree rooted at that node. A
group-by labeling must satisfy the following: (i)
the root has group-by label ;9 , and (ii) every occurrence of a term T in the head is in the scope
of some group-by label containing T . We now
have all the ingredients for de ning the head of
a query: the head consists of a parameterized
tree together with a group-by labeling.
Given a query with body B (X~ ) and head
H (X~ ), the answer to the query on given input
is constructed from the set of bindings B of variables satisfying the pattern B (X~ ) (see de nition
of binding in Section 3). Each binding 2 B
extends to terms type(X ) in the obvious way:
if t is an input loto with labeling  and is
a binding for the variables, then (type(X )) =
(root( (X ))). The answer to the query is
a loto constructed by performing a breadthrst traversal of H (X~ ) and replacing each subtree t(T1 : : : Tk ) whose root has group-by label
[T1 : : : Tk ] by a list of subtrees t( (T1 ) : : : (Tk )),
one for every binding 2 T1 ;:::;T (B). The order of the subtrees in the list is given by the
lexicographic order of the bindings (for terms of
the form type(X ), assume a default ordering of
the types). In view of the de nition of groupby labeling, it is clear that the above procedure
yields a loto.

eral loto-ql query is of the form
construct H (X~ )
where B (X~ )
In the above, B (X~ ) is called the body of the
query, and H (X~ ) the head. The body is as described for selection loto-ql queries. The head
is an ordered labeled tree. It speci es how to
build a new loto using the bindings provided by
the body of the query. The head is itself a loto,
augmented with so called group-by labels. Ignoring the group-by labels, which we discuss shortly,
the nodes of the loto are labeled by a symbol in
the alphabet, or by a term. A term is a variable
X or an expression type(X ) (denoting the type
of root(X )). The set of terms using variables
from the body B (X~ ) is denoted Terms(B (X~ )).
The root is always labeled by a symbol. Inter- Example 5.1 Consider a \dealers" input connal nodes can only be labeled by a symbol or taining car ads, partially described by the followby a term type(X ). Thus, only leaves of the ing ltd piece:
loto can be labeled by X (recall that variables
X bind to entire subtrees in the input). We 9 Empty labels are omitted in examples.
k
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root : dealers;
Example 5.2 The following query always pro


dealers : dealer ; dealer : name; used ; new duces
;
in the answer lists of length n2 which canused : (foreign + domestic + sedans + RV s);not be described by a context-free language.
root
root
new : (foreign + domestic + sedans + RV s);
a
foreign : model; (year + );
a [XY]
b+.X.b.Y.b*
domestic : model; (year + );

Now consider the query below (the head is left of
the arrow). The query retrieves the domestic and
foreign new car ads, which bind to T , along with
the names D of the corresponding dealers. The
answer restructures the input by classifying the
ads into a list of \domestic" lotos, which is followed by a list of \foreign" lotos (since type(T )
can only be \domestic" or \foreign"). In particular, there is one \domes tic" loto for each dealer
who sells at least one domestic car and similarly
for \foreign". Each \domestic" loto contains a
list of all \domestic" ads published by the speci c deale r. The list is followed by the name D
of the dealer; the \foreign" loto is similar. Note
that we pick the full ads but only the dealer name
nodes in the answer.
ads
type(T) [type(T),D]
T [T]

D

dealers
dealer
name.D.used*.new+ .A.new*
<A,ε>
(foreign+domestic).T

Ltd inference for general loto-ql queries

The ltd inference algorithm we described for selection queries can be extended to general loto-ql
queries. However, the ltd it produces is sound
but no longer tight for the view. The sound
ltd it produces can still be used in a variety of
ways. For example, it provides a sucient test
of conformance to a prede ned ltd. Before outlining the extension of the inference algorithm,
we brie y discuss its failure to provide a tight
ltd for general loto-ql queries. Unfortunately,
the reasons for this failure go beyond the algorithm itself: there can be no tight specialized
context-free ltd for views de ned by general lotoql queries. This is illustrated next.

Similarly, consider the query
root

a [X] b[Y] c[Z]

root
a
b+.X.b.Y.b.Z.b*

It generates lists of the form an bn cn which is
not a context free language.

We next describe the extension of our ltd inference algorithm to general loto-ql queries. We
use the notation developed in our presentation
of the algorithm in Section 4. Let q be a loto-ql
query and d a regular ltd for the input. When
considering the group-by structure of the query
head, it will be necessary to compute the languages LX for variables X in the context of a
partial instantiation of the terms in Terms(B )
(the ones in whose group-by scope X occurs).
The inference algorithm for selection queries can
be adapted to this case by rst tightening the
input ltd d with respect to the partially instantiated body. For a partial assignment  of types
to variables, let LX () denote the language LX
in the context of . More precisely, LX () is
LX for the input ltd tightened with respect to
B ((X~ )), in which each X in the domain of 
is replaced by (X ) in B (X~ ). Similarly, X ()
denotes the possible types of roots of subtrees to
which X can bind in the context of .
To de ne a sound specialized ltd for the answers to q, it is clearly sucient to infer the
language Ln corresponding to each node n in
the head. Recall that each node n generates a
list, in accordance to its group-by label. The list
also depends on the context provided by each assignment  of types to the variables Y~ in whose
group-by scope n occurs. Let  be a xed type
assignment for Y~ . First, suppose n has empty
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group-by label. If n is a symbol a, Ln = fag. If
n is a term X or type(X ), Ln = X ().
Now consider the more interesting case when
n has nonempty group-by label Z~ = [Z1 : : : Zk ].
We need to consider the possible types of the
bindings for Z~ in the lexicographic order of the
bindings. This can be viewed as a language
LZ~ over an alphabet with symbols of the form
[Z1 : a1 : : : Zk : ak ], where the ai are types. If
k = 1, the language LZ~ is LZ1 (). If k > 1,
computing the language LZ~ is more complicated,
since it is not determined by the languages for
each individual Zi . This is illustrated in Example 5.2 (ii), where LX = LY = LZ = b+ but
LXY Z is constrained to contain, for each of n occurrences of X , n occurrences of Y and n occurrences of Z . However, one can use the languages
for each Zi to obtain an approximation LZ~ containing LZ~ . The language LZ~ is computed from
the languages LZ (i ), 1  i  k, where each
LZ (i ) is de ned relative to a context i (augmenting ) provided by a type assignment for
Zj , j < i. The language LZ~ is obtained using an
appropriate sequence of substitutions. For instance, if k = 2, the language LZ1 Z2 is  (LZ1 )
where  is the substitution on Z1 de ned by
i

i

 (b) = f[Z1 : b; Z2 : b1 ] : : : [Z1 : b; Z2 : bm ] j
b1 : : : bm 2 LZ2 (b )g
where b assigns b to Z1 .
To make the context for LZ~ explicit, we denote
the language LZ~ in context  by LZ~ ().
Now suppose n is a symbol a. Then Ln ()
is contained in h(LZ~ ()) where h is the homomorphism mapping every symbol of LZ~ () to a.
Next, suppose n is a variable Zi in Z~ . Then
Ln() is contained in h(LZ~ ()) where h is the
homomorphism de ned by h([Z1 : a1 : : : Zk :
ak ]) = ai for each symbol [Z1 : a1 : : : Zk : ak ]
of LZ~ (). The case when n is a term type(Zi ) is

As a nal step, the languages with respect to the
various contexts are used to construct a single
specialized ltd encompassing a \case analysis"
by the relevant contexts. It can be shown that
the ltd constructed above is sound for q(T (d)).
For instance, our algorithm yields in Example
5.2 (ii) the ltd describing the content of the root
as a b c .
In addition to soundness, the ltd produced by
our algorithm satis es a practically appealing
notion of tightness. Suppose each group-by label
in q uses only a single term. Then the algorithm
allows to infer tight ltds for the lists induced by
each node in the head of q. We call such an ltd
locally tight. Local tightness is practically signi cant, because it provides precise descriptions
of portions of the answer which are intuitively
meaningful.

Other Extensions The loto model and loto-

ql language provide bare-bones abstractions of
XML and query languages for semistructured
data. Various features are left out, such as:
(i) availability of attribute values and text
content, and their use in query selection conditions (e.g. X.name = Joe,
X.title=Y.title, or X.name like Papa*)
(ii) additional ordering criteria to construct
the answer to a query, (e.g. order-by
X.price);
(iii) richer list manipulation primitives to construct the answer to a query (e.g. list reversal, concatenation, etc).

The e ect of such features on ltd inference is
fairly minor, so long as the ltds themselves are
not extended with additional information. Consider (i). Since ltds do not capture attribute
value information, satisfaction of an ltd by a loto
similar. The inference mechanism we described is orthogonal to the attribute values. Consider
proceeds by structural recursion, with the appro- a query that uses conditions on attribute valpriate context  passed from parents to children. ues. The primary impact on ltd inference arises
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from the fact that tree patterns that involve nontrivial conditions on attribute values can be satis able or unsatis able, but never valid. This can
be accounted for with a modi cation to the algorithm. Similarly, the inferred ltd is tight only
in a weaker sense10 : every document in the view
satis es the ltd, every name structure allowed
by the ltd is realized by some document in the
view, but, of course, not all documents satisfying the ltd are in the view. [PV99] captures this
intuition using the notion of structural class.
Next, consider (ii). The ordering of bindings
by attribute values is generally orthogonal to
their ordering in the input. Let us say that the
answer contains a list of the bindings of X , ordered by X:price. In the ltd for the view, the LX
obtained by our inference algorithm in Section 4
must be replaced by
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